
Safeguard Collection | 
Returning to work safely 



Safeguard Collection
Our Safeguard Collection was conceived to comply with 
government recommendations to safely return to the office. 
Safeguards are designed to help minimise the spread of 
infection by creating hygienic, shielded individual zones.
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Safeguard Headers 
Safeguard Headers offer a clear glazed addition (in 5mm clear acrylic or 

4mm toughened safety glass) to be added on top of new or existing screens 
to increase their height and limit cross contamination between individuals. 

These are supplied with a 5mm radius on all corners and polished edges for 
a high-quality finish. Easily cleanable and available in a huge variety of sizes, 

down to the mm, to suit all situations. All Safeguard Headers are supplied 
with two fixings brackets to suit 25mm-30mm thick screens.
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Safeguard Border is an aluminium framed screen that can be used to separate 

individuals effectively without reducing collaboration. Offering an unlimited array of 

sizes (down to the mm) with the ability to fix to most desking, it is available in clear 

glazing or healthcare grade vinyl and fabrics (anti-microbial/waterproof/bleach 

cleanable) ensuring it is easy to clean and maintain a hygienic working space.

Safeguard Border
Desk Mounted Screen
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Manifestations are available on all glazed screens to add some privacy or 
convey a message or logo, this includes bespoke artwork, shapes or 

design. Please contact us upon request.
 

Manifestation

Safeguard Border is an aluminium framed screen that can be used to separate 

individuals or areas effectively without reducing collaboration. Offering an unlimited 

array of sizes (down to the mm) and always supplied with stabilising T or disc feet. 

Available in clear glazing or healthcare grade vinyl and fabrics (anti-microbial/water-

proof/bleach cleanable) ensuring it is easy to clean and maintain a hygienic working 

space.

Safeguard Border
Floor Standing Screen
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Safeguard Frameless
Desk Mounted Screen
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Safeguard Frameless screens in 5mm acrylic or 6mm toughened safety glass, are 

perfect to divide space with the ‘barely there’ aesthetic while still promoting 

collaboration and limiting cross contamination between individuals. These are easily 

cleanable and available with access cut outs if required to allow documents to be 

passed safely to the user. They are available in a large array of sizes (down to the 

mm) with the ability to fix/sit on most desking.
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Safeguard Reception 
Desk Mounted Screen
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Safeguard Reception screens in 5mm acrylic or 6mm toughened safety glass, are 

perfect to provide a barrier with the ‘barely there’ aesthetic. These are easily cleanable 

and available with access cut outs if required to allow documents to be passed safely 

to the user. They are available in a large array of sizes (down to the mm) with the ability 

to fix/sit on most desking.
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Safeguard Curved
Reception Screen

Safeguard curved reception screens are the perfect solution if a barrier is required 

to fit precisely to a shaped reception desk. Available as desk mounted without a 

frame and floor standing with a frame – these can be designed to fit to many 

different radii. They are available in a large array of sizes (down to the mm) with the 

ability to fix/sit on most desking.

Origin+ curved glazed screens are a floor standing option 

for curved receptions. Available on disc feet or T feet with no fixings required.
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Safeguard Mobile
Frameless Screen

Safeguard Mobile screens are an effective solution for providing mobile barriers to 

separate individuals or areas. Manufactured as 10mm acrylic or 8mm toughened 

safety glass they are available in a large array of sizes (down to the mm). Supplied 

with 2 locking and 2 non locking castors, with optional cut outs and manifestations if 

required.
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**View screen shown.

Safeguard Mobile Motus* & View** are aluminium framed mobile screens which 

provide mobile barriers to separate individuals or areas. Manufactured with acrylic 

or glass they are available in a large array of sizes (down to the mm). Supplied with 2 

locking and 2 non locking castors, with optional cut outs and manifestations if 

required. Motus features an inline and corner linking system if required.

Safeguard Mobile
Motus & View

*Motus screen shown.
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*Dainty Wall Mounted shown.
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Safeguard Cleaning 
Stations
Dainty & Border

Safeguard Cleaning Stations are ideal to position by entrances to the workplace to 

provide a hub for your hygiene products/systems. Available as floor standing, 

mobile or wall mounted to suit all spaces, in a large variety of sizes. Dainty* is 

supplied in healthcare grade fabric or vinyl which are anti-microbial, waterproof and 

bleach cleanable. Border** is an aluminium framed solution with a glazed top 

section. Both cleaning stations are supplied with an integrated white MFC desktop.

*Dainty Floor Standing shown. **Border Floor Standing shown.
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Safeguard Counter 
Desk Mounted Screen

Safeguard Counter screens in 5mm acrylic, are perfect to provide a barrier with the 

‘barely there’ aesthetic. These are easily cleanable and available with access cut 

outs if required to allow items to be passed safely between people. They are 

available in a large array of sizes (down to the mm) with the ability to fix/sit on most 

desking.
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Specification

400h - 
700h

600w - 1800w

Safeguard Border - Desk Mounted 
(30mm Thick)

300h - 
500h

600w - 1800w

Safeguard Header 
(5mm Acrylic or 4mm Glass)

300h - 
500h

600w - 1800w

Safeguard Frameless
(5mm Acrylic or 6mm Glass)

480h - 
1000h

500w - 1000w

Safeguard Reception 
(8mm Acrylic or 6mm Glass)

400h - 
700h 500h - 

700h

P - P = 1200 800w - 1200w

400d - 600dSafeguard Curved Reception
(6mm Glass) Safeguard Counter

(5mm Acrylic) 

R = 850 - 1200

R = 850 - 1500

800w - 2000w P - P = 1150 - 1206 

1200h - 
2000h

1200h - 
1800h

Safeguard Border - Floor Standing 
(30mm Thick)

Safeguard Curved - Origin+
(30mm Thick)
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CLEANING 
STATION

800w - 1200w
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Safeguard Mobile - Motus
(30mm Thick)

800w - 1200w

1000w - 1200w 

800w - 1200w 

Safeguard Mobile - View
(32mm Thick)

Safeguard Border Cleaning Station
 (30mm Thick)

Safeguard Dainty Cleaning Station - 
Floor Standing

 (30mm Thick)

Safeguard Dainty Cleaning Station -

 
Wall Mounted 

(30mm Thick)

800w - 1200w

Safeguard Mobile - Frameless
(10mm Acrylic or 8mm Glass)
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London Showroom
11-12 Great Sutton St.

Clerkenwell
London

EC1V 0BX

Head Office
Era Park

Balksbury Hill
Upper Clatford

Hampshire
SP11 7LW

t: +44 (0) 1264 341400 
f: +44 (0) 1264 341444 

sales@erascreens.com
www.erascreens.com


